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Eruditio et
Amicitia

The Old Chalk NewDowns Project: Monthly Zoom Talk, Tuesday 27 April at 2pm
This is a follow-up talk to the one given on the Medway Valley Countryside project in January 2019

The Old Chalk NewDowns project

O

ur speaker this month is Jenny
Price who is the Habitat Management Adviser for The Old
Chalk Downs Project. She is passionate
about habitat management and promoting biodiversity in Kent. She loves to see
land managers encouraging wildlife on
their doorstep. Find her in the outdoors,
enjoying the beauty of the Kent countryside.
After donations and fund raising the
Trust now owns 14 plots of woodland
known as the Plot Lands just south of
Cobham wood and mausoleum.
There are a further 96 plots that make
up the south section of Cobham Wood,
which the Trust aims to acquire to safeguard for wildlife and conserve their

habitat whilst providing public access for
education and countryside recreation.
As the land had not been grazed for
many decades a new water trough was
needed, which the volunteers did a
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smashing job installing.
The group even went one step further
and made their very own wildlife floats.
These floats help to prevent wildlife such
as barn owls falling in while still providing
easy access for livestock as they can
push the floats down.
The groups aspirations for the woodland is inspirational, it will benefit local
people and wildlife for generations to
come, but there is still a long way to go
and WKDCT still need help to reach their
goal.
This huge task can only be achieved
through public support, fundraising projects and events and willing volunteers.
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Explainer/you’ll kick yourself if you miss this

Y

our committee has started to look at when and how we can start having face to face monthly meetings again.
This is not something we want to rush into but are provisionally looking at September for some sort of 'relaunch'
event. Thinking is at its very early stages at the moment. For now we will continue with our zoom based meet-

ings and we are looking into the possibility of providing additional zoom based meetings as well as the face to
face meetings. There is also a working group looking at how we could provide 'hybrid' meetings - with some
members zooming into a face to face meeting - a work in progress at the moment
And l hope that you are all now able to enjoy the slight relaxation that allows us to meet friends and family
outside - personally l am looking forward to being able to have a hair cut before too long.
Also are there any members who have a background in publicity or marketing - we are looking at ways that

we can increase awareness of our u3a within the community - often when l mention u3a people seem to have
never heard of us. So if anyone has any ideas - please get in contact. Best wishes
Chrys Short, Chair

The Short view

Baptism by covid

A

t our AGM in June 2019 an urgent request was made for somebody to
take on the role of Secretary by Mike
Rowe, the Chairman at the time. I
thought this was something I could do,
having been secretary of various committees in church settings over the years.
So I have been doing the job for nearly
two years now. It involves preparing the
agendas for our monthly Committee
meetings, taking the Minutes of those
meetings and any necessary correspondence etc.
All went well at first but then Covid hit
us, and the Committee didn’t meet for a
couple of months while we were working
out how we could continue to function!
Then of course we discovered Zoom, and
so were able to restart our Committee
Meetings, and eventually, our monthly
general meetings as well. I think this has
been a learning curve for all of us, and we
even managed to hold our AGM in September via Zoom, and for me, amongst
other things, this meant receiving &
counting all the votes, apologies and so
on that came in online or via post.
After the AGM we continued to hold
our virtual monthly committee meetings,
of course we had some new members
and it did feel a bit strange meeting
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Groups still in touch
people regularly on Zoom whom I
couldn’t recall ever meeting in person!
So that’s one thing I am looking forward
to being able to do when physical meetings become possible.
Two lessons I’ve learned during my
time as Secretary which I would pass on
to anybody taking up a similar role are
these. Always type up the Minutes of a
meeting as soon as possible afterwards,
while it’s still fresh in your mind, and if
anything is unclear during the meeting,
make sure to clarify it, otherwise you
won’t be able to record it properly.
An important topic that’s been occupying our minds during the past few
months, as a committee, is looking forward to when we can fully reopen and
thinking about how we can welcome new
members to u3a. I can remember that
my first introduction to u3a came back in
2009 when I had just taken early retirement and read an article in our Parish
Magazine inviting new people to come to
the signing-up meeting that year. We are
looking to do something similar this
coming September so if you are able to
get a notice in your local Parish Magazine
or similar, please let me know at secretary@mallingdistrictu3a.org, and I’ll let
you have the notice.
Chris Almond, Secretary

D

espite the Covid lockdown restriction many of our Interest Groups are
still meeting and going onwards by
keeping in touch either by Zoom meetings, emails, land line or mobile phone
calls! A very few of our members do not
use the internet but we will all be reunited in the not too distant future. I have
recently been in touch with all group
leaders via emails for their personal
views.
London Walking group are meeting via
zoom on a monthly basis, individual
members are giving their own personal
interesting London talks to the group. Recently there has been a newly formed
group which happens twice weekly as a
virtual zoom coffee morning group with a
general catch up talk and points of views
shared. All members are most welcome
to 'log into' this gathering.
We are looking forward to meeting
face-to-face when we are allowed to as
we did before 'the time before Covid!
I am still trying to find a Bridge Leader
for the group – is there any one out there
that can fill the position' please? Thats all
Group news for now - Keep safe and well
– here's to freedom!
Christine Barrett,
Groups Co-ordinator.
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Wheels to
freedom
O

ur intrepid riders arrived at Asda car park ready and
hopeful for a quiet circular ride in the sunshine. The
weather was dry but cold, and we were all well wrapped up, but
some of us found things getting warmer as we climbed a hill.
We rode up the hill towards Offham and stopped at the
Quintain for a photograph. Once we restarted, a chain came
off, but that didn’t delay us for long and we were soon on our
way, along Comp Lane – a long, gentle climb but in a low gear it
was accomplished with little real effort. The sky was beautiful
and the North Downs clearly visible to our right. We passed a
beautiful triple Oast House and everybody made a comment
about the amount of money that must have been spent on it.
Comp Gardens had a sign up saying their tea room was open,
but my guess was that they hadn’t taken it down from last year
– we all look forward to tea rooms opening up very soon.
Then a short climb up Windmill Hill and a long fast descent
down to the A25. Good brakes are essential here because the
A25 is always busy and obviously it is very important that you
are able to stop. I was riding my son’s bike which has exceptionally good brakes – much better than my own – and I
reached 25mph here so the brakes were vital!.
By this time we were all commenting on how warm the
weather had become. Once we were across the M20 we
stopped for drinks and a snack then on we went to Ryarsh, past

L

Pole dancing: socially distanced
bikers celebrate their ride to freedom

the Duke of Wellington and the Village Hall – then on to the Bull
where we turned right along Bull Road. At the No Right Turn
sign, we turned right (so did a few cars and another cyclist!)
then right again into the new estate. Then a short ride down to
the A20, through West Malling and back to Kings Hill again.
We averaged 6.6 mph which was not very fast but we had
had a good few stops, and some of us (me included) had not
ridden their bikes for some time.
A little saddle-sore today, and a little ache in the legs, but
looking forward to some more good rides in the beautiful English countryside.
Barry Evans

ast July, the Science & Technology Group opened up its meeting on “Vaccines for
Covid-19” to other members of our U3A. Then, no vaccines had gone through
clinical trials, and we didn’t know if any of them would work. Less than a year on,
we’ve all had our jabs. Yet the future still looks uncertain.
On Wednesday 28 April at 2pm the group will discuss a followup talk by Richard Fox:
“Covid Wars: Vaccines vs Variants”. He will attempt to work out how much impact
vaccines will have on infections and on serious disease. If you would like to join in the
meeting, please email Richard for a Zoom link:
Richard Fox

Covid Wars:
Vaccines vs Variants
Open invitation to a Zoom meeting

T

he 60s? Well you were all a staid bunch, or aren’t you telling??? In the mid 60s
John and I were living together in London. That caused a few interesting moments. I wore a wedding ring at our flat so we did not get thrown out, one day at
work I looked down and I still had it on. Did anyone notice? I still don’t know. The
main people we were keeping our immorality from were our parents, both sets
would have been devastated. Trouble was John’s parents only lived a fifteen minute
walk from us, so if our doorbell went and we were not expecting visitors one would
go to the door while the other hung over the banister to see who it was so we could
whip one set of belongings out of sight if necessary.
I think this was the main reason we got married. We agreed it would be at a Registry Office, but both our fathers were shop keepers so it had to be a Sunday and
we found they were not open. So my parents got their way and Chapel it was. By the
late 60’s we were living in Aberystwyth, where everybody knew everybody else so it
was just as well. How times have changed!!
Jacky Stow.
Parent dodging: in the mid 60s
John and I were living together
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Your holiday tales
full of fun & woe

Our highland flings

A

s a family, we were never great travellers; two trips to
France coincided with the early stages of pregnancy
that left me with nauseating memories of Gauloise in
Paris and cooking fish in Brittany. No, we were quite content to
visit relatives in Scotland.
Not that that was without its excitement. Driving into central
London and loading our Mini onto the night train for the Highlands was quite a thrill. Sleeping on bunks with 2 children then
waking to find Scotland outside the window as the huge train
snaked past tiny stations backed by mountains.. There was an
anxious moment when the railway workers drove the cars off
the transporters as on one occasion ours was the only vehicle
that refused to start, holding up the whole operation.
Then onto the A9 and up to Inverness: the names of the villages still give me a heart flutter: Kincraig, Kingussie, Aviemore.
At last we drove into Inverness, along Ness side to the Caledonian Canal where cousin Nora and Colin lived in an ex-canalman's cottage overlooking the mighty locks. The cottage was
tiny but enterprising Nora had a large outbuilding in the garden
which she used as holiday accommodation for visiting family
and friends. I once slept in the cottage where you could lie in
bed and watch the Scandinavian fishing boats progress outside
the window from tip of mast to hull as they passed through the

changing levels of the lock.
Nevill's cousin Nora was a force to be reckoned with. More or
less square in shape with hair in an Eton crop she soon let me
know she had been to Roedean. A woman of strong opinions
she constantly belittled her gorgeous Highland husband Colin
Mackenzie and what she called the "Scotch" generally. When
first married in the early part of the 20thC they had hoped to
make a life in Canada where they were given a piece of land
roughly the size of Wales. Nora told horrific tales of giving birth
with nobody within a two day ride while the bath water froze
around her. They had crossed the Atlantic 12 times. She had
strong views on child rearing and I was terrified she would discover that Alison was still in nappies at night aged 3. However,
luckily she adored my husband and I was given licence as his
newish bride. But Nora was a wonderful hostess and delighted
in driving us around the Highlands, pointing out where the maligned Colin's family had lived, or been killed in various crumbling mansions. Along several roads were
"We didn't do
little graves marking where the Redcoats had
Culloden in
slaughtered the fleeing Highlanders after the
history", said
battle of Culloden in 1746. "We didn't do CulNora loftily.
loden in history", said Nora loftily.
Later, Highland holidays were with Nora's daughter, Margaret, who lived on the Black Isle, just across from Inverness.
With our children now grown up Margaret's quiet well-ordered
household was a peaceful break with the chance to see wonderful wild life. The first thing we did was go to watch the
salmon leap at the hydro dam. These amazing fish hurled
themselves at the sheer walls of the dam, only to slap against
the concrete and fall back into the foaming river. Eventually,
the determined ones would find the salmon lift and be raised
to the top level and released. From the end of her garden we
could watch dolphins playing in the Moray Firth. It was with her
that we saw our only Capercailie. Like her mother, Margaret
liked to drive us around and introduce us to the locals
All the cousins are dead now and the only way I can see the
Highlands is from a coach on a package tour. Not quite the
same and I'm grateful that I had the insider's view in the past.
Jill Browning

The wheel
on the bus
Turkey in the 1980’s is so different to home. I love it! On our way to Istanbul the journey is by coach on a narrow road
running along the edge of a steep drop when I notice a scraping sound and a wheel from the back of the coach overtakes us, just rolling along. We stop and most get out of the coach for fear of a fire, and they then pray on their mats
facing Mecca.
We head for the bazaar with carpets, spices, jewellery, we go past the Soleimani Mosque and go up Galata Tower. The
Blue Mosque is amazing, and I see Medusa submerged and upside down, with snakes in her hair, in the Cistern that is
like an underground cathedral. Cleverly built by slaves to hold water for the city and surrounding area. We shop in the
old bazaar for carpets, shoes.
Maggie Bishop
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All that
jazz

Your holiday tales full of fun & woe

W

hen I hear the words ‘holiday
time’, my heart falls and then
jumps high. I was in my forties
and married before I had anything resembling a holiday break centred on
what I might like to do. And then we
were onto a roller coaster.
New Orleans for a month every year for
21 years - tour guiding for groups of jazz
fans, usually we took around 40 or 50,
but one year we had a bumper 104 in the
group. Thank the Lord we had some help
that time. The tour itself was 14 days of
non-stop activity. Of course not everyone wanted to do everything, but there
was always someone who needed help
or advice or company, so every day was
packed full of activity for us. From a 7am
breakfast to whatever time the day
ended.
The tour started with a walking tour of
the city and the first ‘authentic New Orleans lunch’ followed by a private concert at Preservation Hall, visits to
swamps, foodie places, plantation
homes, historic venues, restaurants, jazz
concerts, more food, more special jazz

I

events, the French Quarter Festival three
days of non stop music and food, steamboat rides, and then most evenings it
was a walk through the French Quarter to
listen to jazz till late in the night.
Those who know me, know I can talk
and my how we talked - about the music,
the places, the people. We planned trips
and special events for our groups and
entertained socially as well. One thing
you learn very quickly in that position is
to keep the “natives’ sweet. Our groups
were loved and partly because of Bill and
I, partly because of the innate hospitality
of the Creoles and New Orleanians, the
whole tour group were accepted into the
lives and homes of many of them. There

My garden
of memories

am gazing at the garden which has evolved
from a couch grass ridden plot surrounded
by chain link fencing. Almost half of my view is
filled by a camellia about seven feet high absolutely covered in deep pink blooms.It was
given to me thirty years ago when it was only
a couple of feet high, for my birthday by a
friend I was working with.
On the fence is a Gold Heart ivy bought at
Margery Fish’s nursery on an Easter holiday in
Somerset and a winter jasmine I took cuttings from the side of a friend’s conservatory.
In the border is a Euonymous from a bring
and buy stall at a college reunion and white
heather and winter cyclamen from a nursery
near Cranbourne when returning from a
friend.
As my gaze wanders further down there is a
Mahonia Japonica, its lily of the valley scent over now, from
my first visit to Chelsea Flower Show and a Berberis from
Sissinghurst garden.
Still flowering is Viburnum Fragrans, not in leaf yet, but a
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are so many stories of love and friendship and I am proud to say we are still in
touch with most of the people we met
through those trips.
After the second year we realised we
needed some ‘down time’ and managed
each year to add a week or so at the end
of the tour and by ourselves did some
holiday travel into the Southern States
and also back to Connecticut to visit old
friends there.
Long haul flights may be beyond us but
we can enjoy the memories of New Orleans, reread our holiday diaries. and
listen to some of the hundreds of cds we
have of the music we love.
Chris Stotesbury

very welcome sweet-smelling harbinger of
longer days to come, I don’t think this old variety is obtainable now, it was suckered from
friends’ garden when we were all newly married and sadly they have both died.
In the Spring foxgloves will appear from
seeds I gathered generations ago, from woods
behind a school where I once taught and fuschias fron cuttings given me by neighbours
now in Cornwall whom I haven’t met for years.
I have loved developing this garden and I
wonder if those who live here after me will
enjoy it too.Will the summer house we installed for our Silver Wedding still exist, if so
will they have happy sun warmed meals in
there too ? Will they sit on the teak seat at the
bottom and watch blue tits fledge into the
neighbouring tree ?
As I feast my eyes I think as long as I have it to enjoy these
memories will never let me feel alone and remind me of
many very happy days.
Pat Head
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The priest, the bride, a bed & his black eye
Your holiday tales full of fun & woe

W

as it our honeymoon that proved
our most memorable holiday?
Married in 1968 at Chingford Parish
Church where I was serving my second
curacy, I defied the advice of my Theological College and courted one of the
parishioners. We were engaged when
Pam was 18 and married a year later.
The first night of our honeymoon was
spent in a ground-floor room at the Rose
and Crown in Salisbury - rather more
than we could afford on a curate's stipend - with the Avon flowing alongside.
We had drawn the curtains and got into
bed when there was riotous applause
from outside: I thought I was good, but
not that good! Clutching the sheets to
my chin I then made my way to the window to witness a boatload of songsters
drifting along gaily greeted by those on
the bank - the applause was not for us!

Our room in the modest Guest House
in North Devon had a double-bed which
threw a couple together in the middle,
seemingly ideal for a honeymoon but
unsuitable for one with as yet undiagnosed Ankylosing Spondylitis - in the
morning my back was stiff as a rod and I
could hardly move. There happened to
be a more comfortable single bed in the
room, and the eyebrow-raised proprie-

Villa Bernardini fit for
a princess with fleas

tor agreed that I could use that bed
when required. That night I was stung in
the eye by a flying insect, and in spite of
cold compresses being applied my eye
was black and blue and half-closed the
next morning, which drew a quizzical
frown from the lady of the house. It was
a honeymoon on which I found myself
having to mark exam-papers by pupils
of Chingford High School, Pam developed second-degree burns from a combination of sun and a biting cold wind
and failed to recognise her married
name when it was called out by the
Doctor, and at the end of the week, having failed to change our joint Bank Account into our married names, the
printed cheque which I signed showed
'The Revd D Carpenter and Miss P J
Marsh' - and in embarrassment we fled!
Derek Carpenter

Tuscan days: awesome views,
valuable antiques and then there
was Bepina the maid and her cat

A

bout 30 years ago Ray and I and a group of friends who
often holidayed together were invited by a very wealthy
and generous friend, to stay with him and his wife in a
villa that he had decided to rent for a couple of weeks – Villa
Bernardini, a large and superb house in Tuscany, near Lucca.
I must emphasise that Villa Bernardini was and still is quite
something. At that time it was listed as one of the Times Top
10 holiday villas and it is now a wedding venue. I know it cost
our friend a small fortune to rent. It was a huge place in extensive grounds, with a fantastic swimming pool and was owned
by a Marquesa from the illustrious Mansi family that dates back
to the 17th century. The house was situated on top of a hill with
awesome views overlooking Lucca and during WW2 it had been
used as an American forces HQ. It was full of valuable antiques, there were numerous signed photos from monarchs,
dictators and leaders of various countries and we had the services of a butler, a cook/maid and a laundry maid. Absolutely
wonderful! Many well-known people had stayed there including Lord Barnett, who had been head of the BBC, then there
was the well-known concert pianist who used to bring his own
piano and stay for a month every year and even Princess Margaret was a holiday guest there. I could go on about this amazing place but you’ve got the picture: this was a luxurious
mansion. But it wasn’t perfect.
The laundry maid was called Bepina. She dressed like a nun in
white robes, a bit weird. Bepina was old and had been with the
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family serving as a nanny since the year dot and the family had
kept her on. She probably had nowhere else to go, having given
her life to the Mansi family. There were a few of the family’s
dogs around, with thick hair, looking very, very hot in the blazing
Italian summer sun. And there was Bepina’s cat!
Quite soon after our arrival, we noticed itchy red lumps appearing on our bodies, mostly on our legs. ‘Mosquitoes’ said
our friends. I hadn’t seen any mosquitoes but I had spotted
little black things jumping around when I opened the shutters
to let in the sun, and they showed up very clearly on our crisp,
beautifully clean white sheets that Bepina had washed.
Bepina’s cat! The place was alive with its fleas! Can you imagine Princess Margaret staying at a place with cat fleas? Unbelievable! I was horrified. We looked up ‘flea’ in our Italian
dictionary and then let the butler know about our little problem.
page 8
Carole Lawrence
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Riding the Marrakesh express

T

oday a two-week holiday in Morocco would not be particularly
remarkable but when I went – in
1969 – it was an adventure into the unknown. A group of 8 or 10 of us set out
from Victoria Station in a minibus driven
by two Irish lads. Since none of us had
any money to spare we drove through
the night without stopping in France
(deemed too expensive to stay overnight or eat in a restaurant) and as soon
as we reached Spain we piled out, stiff,
aching and half asleep, to stay at a
beautiful campsite near San Sebastian.
We enjoyed our first proper meal of the
trip in Burgos as we headed south
across the mountains to Granada where
we stopped for two days to visit the Alhambra, absolutely breathtaking.
From there it was a short trip to the
ferry where we crossed from Algeciras
to Ceuta and our Africa adventure

Your holiday tales full of fun & woe

Souk it to me baby:
on the hippie trail

began. I still remember the heat, the
sounds and the smells which assailed us
– unlike anything I had experience before. This was especially true about our
next campsite in Tangier, about which
the less said the better. Our final destination was Marrakesh where we stayed
in a very comfortable hotel, a welcome

contrast to our earlier accommodation.
The next few days were spent exploring
the souks, squares and alleyways of
Marrakesh and visiting the beautiful,
near deserted, golden beaches at Essaouira. All too soon it was time for the
return trip which went smoothly until we
arrived back at Dover where we were
stopped and our vehicle and luggage
absolutely taken apart by customs. In
1969 a delapidated minibus full of 20somethings returning from Morocco
must have screamed “drugs” at them
and so no suitcase was left un-ransacked; no door panel, floor covering or
seat left in place. Finally, as we stood
around exhausted and just wanting to
get home, they left us to repack our
cases, put the vehicle to rights and go
on our way.
Valerie Willsher

T

In the arms of Morpheus: to sleep,
perchance to dream of beach balls

Day
kipper
My mind went back to my earliest holidays which were all day trips in the 1940s
and 1950s. My father had a week off in
July and we would go every day on a
train journey to the seaside, Portrush,
Comber and so on.
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his past year I have been back on day trips as we have been unable to stay overnight. The day trip I enjoyed most recently, sadly not by train, was to Hythe and
Camber Sands. It was the second day of our grandaughters school holidays and they
and their father joined us as a bubble. It was 30 March, the hottest day of 2021 so far,
reaching 24°C with cloudless skies. Where should we go on our first day trip of the
year. Age wanted Hythe, youth wanted Camber Sands so we decided to do both. We
dropped our son off at Folkestone and we drove onto Hythe and then slowly walked
back towards Folkestone to meet him. He would walk twice as fast as us, Hythe is
ideal for older people as it has a long long esplanade, level and wide. Unsurprisingly it
was filled with pensioners, sitting on the numerous benches looking out to sea. We
had only gone a mile or two when we saw Edward approaching us at speed. We
walked back towards Hythe where we had hot dogs as we sat on the sea wall. Lavatories are a problem nowadays with so many pubs, restaurants closed but we found
the Imperial Hotel very hospitable and clean. We also tried skimming flat stones out
towards France. Then we drove to Camber Sands which is rightly named as it is a
vast expanse of beach especially at low tide. Unlike Hythe, Camber was full of young
families. It was difficult to climb up through the dunes to reach the sand and there is
no esplanade nor commemorative benches. We found a great chasm in the dunes
where you could roll down the slopes, cartwheel, forward cascade. It was popular for
those under 18. It was hot and I bought a large beach ball which took forceful puffing
to inflate. I warned the girls not to throw it out to sea or follow it out if it drifted away.
Some years ago when we were playing football on Salcombe sands my daughter was
goal keeper and when she conceded a goal instead of bringing the ball back from the
waves she threw it further out and would not come back. I had to follow her out, fully
clothed to retrieve her and some kind men who were far out in the bay captured the
football and made her return to shore; by which time I was completely soaked and
had to walk around Salcombe dripping sea water wherever I trod or sat. After a
period playing on Camber beach with the ballon ball I confiscated it and used it as a
pillow while I had a snooze. It was a good day trip but I prefer Hythe as at Camber
you cannot avoid sand getting into your hot dog and teeth.
Brian Stevenson
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Trekking out of Pokhara
“We could have taken a plane and been there in
ten hours, or we could have opted for a leisurely
cruise. We decided however, to drive overland to
India. We bought a new car in Germany
and set off across Europe. Crossing
Turkey things became a bit more
difficult and when we got to Iran
real troubles started. Eventually
we reached Nepal and decided to
take a break and go trekking. I’m glad
I kept a diary of our adventures.”
20 November 1986

W

hen we take breakfast out-

for the fireplace and try to secure them

our porter who waited for me this after-

side our little hotel we have

by scratching the ground with their

noon and found me a stick to steady

an awe-inspiring view of An-

fingers. Playing caveman, I find a flat

myself when clambering down a steep

napurna thrusting the tip of its pink-

stone for a tool and mime how to use it

rock face. The baby’s mother is crying.

tinged peak above a ring of cloud.

to stop the stones from wobbling. They

Her husband is serving in the Gurkha

Overwhelming, aloof, it dominates us, the

soon have three securely in place for

regiment in India and does not know

terrace where we are sitting, the whole

their saucepan.

that he has a little son. He was posted

valley. We gaze at a remote world, totally

Next day our guide loses his way. We

inaccessible but tantalisingly visible. At

scramble up and down paths and try to

26,500 feet, it is the tenth highest peak

follow the bed of a stream. I am tired and

in the world and has been labelled the

a little scared. A fifteen foot gulch bars

might be better if we all spend tonight in

most dangerous, killing a third of all

our way. A halved tree trunk only inches

a “hotel”. I lie down on a string bed and

mountaineers who attempt the climb.

wide forms a bridge across. I am terri-

gaze up at a corrugated iron ceiling laid

We’re not climbers but feel the entice-

fied. I want to turn back. Alone and by

over rafters. Smoke comes up through

ment of the mountain.

an unclear track? How can I? The cook

gaps between the floor boards. My eyes

comes to my rescue. He walks back-

are pricking so I get up. Opposite the

search of remote villages in the hills and

wards, holding my hand. I try not to

window a door leads onto a lane on the

to secure a better view of Machap-

listen to the water rushing over the rocks

higher ground at the back of the hotel.

uchare, the Fishtail Mountain; so sacred

below.

Ramesh has told me, “If you want to use

We decide to go off the beaten track in

- and so steep - that no one has ever
reached the summit.
Bhavan rejects the trekking touts, de-

Eventually we reach another village and
the guide can reorientate himself. A
baby is crying in the darkness. A woman

to the Punjab. She has no idea where
this is.
Our team tactfully suggest that it

the toilet, go into the lane.” I decide to
wait until there are fewer people around.
Bhavan and I leave the next morning

cides on a do-it-yourself outfit and re-

squats on the floor soothing it. We are

on our way to Delhi, Calcutta and the

cruits a guide, two porters and a cook.

offered a wooden bench to sit on.

South, and eventually, 25 years later, here

People emerge from the darkness and

I am back in Kent where I began.

vested paddy. The Sherpa boy in the

squat on the floor. I ask about the baby

life in this village, so small and so remote,

stars-and-stripes T shirt and his friend in

and am invited to choose a name for

is probably little changed.

the white pork pie hat fetch big stones

him. “Bahadur” I say. This is the name of

We make camp on a terrace of har-

Daily

Maeve Bhavan

Villa Bernardini fit for a princess with fleas/continued from page 6
He didn’t seem all that surprised and knew exactly what to do
– methinks he might have done it before. After that the flea
problem abated. We still got the odd few, but nothing too
dreadful and fortunately when we came home we managed not
to import any into Aylesford via our suitcases.
Thanks to our generous friend, it was a wonderful holiday, one
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to remember despite the fleas. And he was told that if he
would like to rent the place again, they would give a discount
because we had been such pleasant, undemanding guests.
Thanks, but no thanks.
Carole Lawrence
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Anne’s knee slappers

Funnies supplied by/Anne Sargent
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